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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let T be a compact topological space with a o-field 9 of measurable 
subsets of T given by a nonnegative, regular, finite Bore1 measure “dt.” By 
L’( T, R”) we denote the Banach space of all integrable functions u from T 
into a euclidean space R”, with norm (1~11 = jT lu(t)l dt, where 1. I stands for 
the euclidean norm. 
A set KC L’ ( T, R”) is called decomposable, if for all U, u E K and A E 9 
where xa is the characteristic function of the set A. The family of all 
nonempty, closed and decomposable subsets Kc L’( T, R”) we denote by 
dec( L’ ). 
For an arbitrary KE dec(L’) the Aumann integral, denoted by IT K, is 
defined as the set {IT u( t) dt : u E K}. The well-known result of Olech [ 141 
states that ST K is convex and if ST K is bounded, then it is also compact 
(see also Aumann [2]). 
Let S be a topological space. A multivalued mapping K(s) from S 
into dec(L’) is called lower semicontinuous (1s~) if the set K+F= 
{s E S: K(s) c F} is closed for every closed Fc L’(T, R”). 
In the paper [6] we have shown that every lsc mapping K(s) from a 
locally compact, polish space S into dec(L’) admits a continuous selection 
k: S -+ L’( T, R”), k(s) E K(s) for s E S. One can easily check that, if K(s) is 
lsc, then the mapping cl IT K(s) from S into the family clco(R”) of all 
nonempty, closed and convex subsets of R” is also lsc and the function 
1: S-+ R” given by 
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is a continuous selection of cl J”, K(s). Therefore, in this particular case, the 
latter provides a “short” proof of the Michael Selection Theorem [ 131 for 
the multivalued mapping cl jI- K(s). Moreover, we obtain a continuous 
selection I(s) in the integral form (1.1 ), which cannot be, directly, 
concluded from the Michael’s result. 
The purpose of this paper is to show that the above construction can be, 
in a sense, reversed. Namely, we prove that for every continuous selection 
I(s) E cl Sr K(s) and every c > 0 there exists a continuous selection k(s) of 
K(s) such that for all SE S 
The first result of this type is contained in Gamkrelidze [9, Lemma 4.11 
(though formulated in a different way). For given functions u,, . . . . u,,, E 
L’([O, 1 J, R”) denote 
K,= {ueL’([O, 11, R”):u(f)~ {ur(t), . . . . u,,(r)} a.e.in [0, 111 
and let s = s(t) = (s,(t), . . . . s,,(t)) be a measurable function with non- 
negative s,(t) such that 
?>I 
,;, s;(t) = 1 a.e. in [0, 11. 
Setting 
l(s)=j (f .r,O.rr,(i))dr, 
co.11 ,=I (1.3) 
Gamkrelidze has shown that for every E > 0 there exists U, E K. such that 
(1.4) 
Analyzing the proof, it can be noted that U, was chosen continuously in s 
with respect to the weak topology in L’( [0, 11, R”). Moreover, I(s) is a 
continuous selection of ST K, and therefore (1.4) is a special case of (1.2) 
(for the constant mapping K(s) = Ko). 
The above Gamkrelidze Lemma was applied by him to examine relaxed 
controls for convexified control problems. 
The existence of continuous selections k(s) of a lsc mapping 
K: S+ dec(L’) such that the integrals J7. k(s)(t) dt uniformly, in the sense 
of (1.2), approximate a given continuous selection of cl JT.~(s) is a con- 
tinuous and abstract version of the result of Gamkrelidze. We state it and 
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prove it in Section 4, where we also derive some consequences. In Section 3 
we present a lemma, which is a special case of our result and which is quite 
instrumental in solving the problem. In Section 5 we formulate all results 
in terms of range of vector measures and in Section 6 we extend them to 
the case of K(x, s), where x E X is a random parameter. Section 2 contains 
facts, which are a consequence of the Liapunov Theorem of the range of 
vector measure and which lead to the construction of a continuous 
selection of a lsc mapping K: S + dec(L’ ). 
2. VECTOR MEASURES AND A SELECTION THEOREM 
Let X and S be, respectively, an abstract space and a topological space, 
with a-fields Z and g of subsets and Bore1 subsets of X and S. 
We shall consider mappings A(x), B(s), and C(x, s) from, respectively, 
X, S, and Xx S into the a-field 97 from the previous section; A(x), B(s), 
C(x, s) E 9. 
Below we identify freely sets A with their characteristic functions xa. All 
regularity assumptions about the mapping A(x): X-t 9’ are understood 
in terms of their characteristic functions xAcr,, xAtr): X+ L’(T, K’). In 
this case we also write A(x): X + L’( T, R”). Similarly it is for mappings 
B(s): S-9 and C(x,s): XxS+P’. 
Let n be a given set. A family (AX jlt,,, of measurable sets A, E,Z is 
called a decomposition of X if they are pairwise disjoint and lJ,, ,, A, = X. 
If only a finite number of A, is nonempty, we have a finite decomposition 
of X. We shall also consider decompositions and finite decompositions 
P,)z,n of T. 
Let for every XEX {A,(x)),,,, be a family of decompositions of T. 
If all mappings A, : X-+ Y are C-measurable, we call {A,(x)},, ,, a 
C-measurable family of decompositions of T. 
A family of decompositions {B,(s)},, ,, of T is called continuous if the 
mappings B, : S + 9 are continuous. 
A family of decompositions { C,(x, s)},,, of T is called Caratheodory 
type if it is C-measurable in x and continuous in s. 
Let J?’ be an arbitrary set of measures on Z taking values in [0, co). 
Recall that for ,u, v E JY ,U d v means that for all A E Z p(A) 6 v(A). It can 
be shown that there exists an unique measure pO, defined also on C, such 
that 
and, 
PLPc1, for all p E ,)ZZ (2.1) 
if for a measure v is ,U < v for all ,u E A, then p0 < v. (2.2) 
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The required measure pLo (sometimes called the reference measure) is given 
by the formula 
~“(A)=sup 
i 
~P(A~A,,): (A,,),,. ~,isafinitedecompositionofX 
I 
(for details see [4, 151). The measure p0 represents the lowest upper bound 
of ~2’ and is denoted by sup{p: ,U(E =&‘}. If .,J? consists of a finite number 
of measures p,, . . . . P,,, then the lowest upper bound is denoted by max(p, ) 
or max{p,, . . . . P,,). 
For an arbitrary measure ,U defined on Z denote by p+ = max(p, 0}, 
p =max{-p,O} and Ipl=max{p+,p f. 
Let p = (P,, . . . . P,) be a vector measure defined on C. The total variation 
of R, denoted by 1~1, is defined as follows: 
IPI = maXi 1~’ I7 . . . . IP,,/ 1. 
We shall consider below the space M = M(X, C, K’) of all finite, nonatomic 
measures p with the topology given by //pi/ = 1~1 (X). For a measure p E M 
by L’(X, R”, p) we denote the Banach space of all p-integrable functions 
from X into R”. 
A set A c M is called essentially bounded if sup{ 1~1 : p E M} is a finite 
measure. Note that every essentially bounded set A c A4 is bounded in the 
standard sense. 
Let for every s E S, p, E M be a vector measure. A mapping s + p, from 
S into M is called essentially bounded if the set {p,: SE S} is essentially 
bounded. In this case pLg given by the formula 
~()=supj/R,~:.sES) (2.3) 
is a nonnegative, finite, nonatomic measure on C and all c, are absolutely 
continuous with respect to p,). The RadonNikodym Theorem (see for 
example [ .5] ) implies the existence of C-measurable functions ,f, : X -+ R”, 
such that for every SE S, ,f,(x) belongs to the unit ball in R” a.e. with 
respect to p0 in X and such that for every A E .T 
P.,(A) = jA .f\(-x) 4,. (2.4) 
Hence, the continuity of an essentially bounded mapping s + c, from S 
into M is equivalent to the continuity of s -,f, from S into L’(X, R, po). 
Note that for a compact space S the above holds for any continuous map 
s + p, from S into M. 
The following propositions are quite instrumental for constructing a 
continuous selection of a lsc mapping K: S + dec( L’ ). 
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PROPOSITION 2.1 [6, Prop. 1.21. Assume that the mapping s + p,7 from a 
compact space S into M is continuous. Then for every E > 0 and every p E M 
there exists a family of Z-measurable sets {A, 3 I E L0,, with the properties: 
‘AcA, .for c1< B, (2.5 
IIdA,) - a Ih( <c ,for all s and a, (2.6 
AAx) = a .AW. (2.7 
If S is a finite set then (2.6) can be replaced by 
I&L) = u .P,(J’) for all s and tl. (2.8) 
A consequence of the Proposition 2.1 is the following: 
PROPOSITION 2.2 [6, Prop. 1.33. Let p, be as in Proposition 2.1 and let 
{p,(s)) be such nonnegative functions that for every s E S: 
f p,(s)= 1. 
i= I 
Then for every ALE M and every n > 0 there exists a continuous family of 
decompositions {B,(s) 1 of X, B,: S -+ L’(X, R”, p) such that for every s E S 
and i = 1, 2, . . . 
MB,(s)1 - ~;(s).r.s(Vl <n (2.9) 
and 
PCB;(S)I = Pi(S) ‘P(X). (2.10) 
Proof Fix q and let {A,} be chosen from Proposition 2.1 for E = q/2. 
Denote by zO(s) = 0 and for i = 1, 2, . . . put 
zi= i p,(s) 
I,= I 
and 
Bib) = A,,(.sj\Az,-,(sj 
One can check that {Bi(s)} is a required decomposition. 
The Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 are the main tools to prove the following 
SELECTION THEOREM [6]. Let S be a locally compact polish space and let 
K(s) be a lsc mapping from S into dec(L’). Then K(s) admits a continuous 
selection. 
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3. A LEMMA 
Let U(t) be a set-valued mapping from T into closed subsets of R”. 
Denote the K,. the set of all integrable selections of U(t); that is 
The set K, belongs to dec(L’). In this case we shall also denote the integral 
ST. K,, by IT U(t) dt. It is well known (see, for example [2]), that 
j clco U(t)dt=j U(t)di. (3.1) 
T T 
For given continuous functions k,(s), . . . . k,,(s) from S into L’(T, R”) 
denote by 
and let 
U,(t) = {k,(s)(t), ..., k,(SNf)f (3.2) 
K(s) = K,,> . (3.3) 
Of course K(s) E dec(L’) and any element u0 E K(Q) is of the form 
,I, 
uo= c khO)~X,4,? (3.4) 
,=I 
where (A;} is a decomposition of T. It follows from (3.4) that for a 
sequence s,, + so, the functions 
u,, = f k,(G) .x4, belong to K(s,,) and lim u,, = uo. 
i= I 
The latter means that K(s) given by (3.3) is lsc and the same holds for the 
mapping 
i K(s) = clco T T 
k,(s)(t) dt, . ..> j 
7 
The following lemma is a consequence of Proposition 2.2. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let K(s) be given by (3.3), where k,(s), . . . . k,(s) are 
continuous functions from a compact space S into L’(T, RI’). Then for every 
continuous function I: S-+ R” such that d[l(s), ST K(s)] <E for all SE S, 
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there exists a continuous selection k(s) of K(s) such that for every s E S the 
following inequality 
holds. Moreover, k(s) can be chosen in the ,form 
0) = f k,(s). xA,t.,,, 
,=l 
(3.6) 
where {Ai( is a finite, continuous family of decompositions qf T. 
Proof: Fix I(s) and E > 0. For a given s0 E S let u0 E K(s,) be such that 
Denote by {A i,,) a decomposition of T for which 
uc, = f k,(s,). xa,,,; 
I=1 
The function 
k.s,,u,(s) = f kits) . XA,,,, 
,=I 
(3.7) 
is a continuous selection of K(s). 
Consider the family of sets V,Y,,UO given by 
k,,&)(t) dt - 4s) < E+ I~T4)dt-WI 
T 2 
}. (3.8) 
It is an open covering of the compact space S. We can then choose a finite 
subcovering and define partition of unity p,(s), . . . . p,(s) such that 
P,T ‘(0, 11 c Y,,u, for j=l,2 ,..., r. (3.9) 
It follows from (3.8) and (3.9) that for every s E S andj = 1, . . . . r the following 
inequality is satisfied 
pi(s) . jT k,,,,(s)( t) dt - I(s) < ’ + IsT ‘j(t) dt - I(‘)‘. (3.10) 
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Consider measures p, with densities 
Since k,,+,,(s) are continuous, p,, is continuous too. Therefore from Proposi- 
tion 2.2 applied to p,(s), . . . . p,(s) and q > 0 defined by 
vl = E - max,..,(pi(s). IjT q(t) dr - 4s)l) 
2r 
(3.11) 
we obtain that there exists a continuous family of decompositions { Bi(s)J 
of T such that 
IP.s(Bj(.y)) - Pi(s) ’ ~.s(T)l < 9. (3.12) 
Define the function 
k(s)= i k .r,. .,WXe,w 
(3.13) 
,=I 
This function is a continuous selection of K(s) (see [6, Proposition 1.31). 
The selection k(s) is of the form (3.6) with continuous family of decomposi- 
tions {A;(s)} of T given by 
Indeed 
A,(s)= u A,,nB,(s). ,=I 
4s) = i: 
( 
f wh4,,, > 
.xB,(.\)= f k,(s).Xu;=,a,,,,“E,l‘, 
,=I i= I ,= I 
fj ( 0 A ,,\, n B,(s)) = \i B,(s) = T. 
,=I i= I /=I 
We prove now that (3.5) holds. From (3.12) we have 
ks,,u,(s)(t) dt - pj(s) .j- k,,u,W) dt < 7. B,(S) T 
This together with (3.10) implies that 
B,(Sl k.s,.u,(s)(t) dt- P,(s) I(S) 
< 2~ + P,,(S) (&+ IST uj(t) df- i(s)I 1 
2 
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and therefore 




we obtain that (3.14) implies (3.5), which completes the proof. 
4. THE MAIN RESULT 
Lemma 3.1 is a special case of the following: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let K(s) be a IX mapping from a locally compact polish 
space S into dec(L’). Then for every continuous selection I(s) of cl ST K(s) 
and every E > 0 there exists a continuous selection k(s) of K(s) such that for 
all SE S 
k(s)(t) dt - l(s) < E. (4.1) 
Proof: We split the proof into two parts. First we prove the theorem for 
compact sets and next extend it to the general case. We shall assume that 
l(s) E cl jT K(s) and E > 0 are fixed. 
Case I: S Is Compact. Clearly, for every s0 E S there exists u,, E K(Q) 
such that 
Let k,O,U,(s) be a continuous selection of K(s) for which 
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Since S is compact, there exists a finite number of functions k,(s) =/C,,,,,,(J), 
for i = 1, . . . . n?~ such that 
d l(s), ) U,(f) dr <ii. 
( ” ‘l- i 
where U,,(t) is defined by 
U,(t)= {ueL’(T, R”): u(~)E {k,(s)(t), . . . . k,,(s)(t)) a.e. in T). (4.2) 
Since Kc,% c K(s), we can apply Lemma 3.1, which ends the proof. 
Case II. S is Locally Compact. Let for m = 1, 2, . . . S,, be compact 
such that 
sets 
S,,, = Int % + l and 
Let E, be an increasing sequence of positive numbers such that sup E, = E. 
We shall construct a selection k(s) satisfying the theorem step by step on 
each of the sets S,. On S, we define k(s) as an arbitrary continuous 
selection of K(s) such that for s E S, 
I[ 
k(s)(t) dt- l(s) <E, 
T 
The existence of such a selection follows from case I. 
Assume that k(s) is defined on S,, in such a way that 
k(s)(t) dt - I(s) <E,,,. 
7 
(4.3) 
We shall extend k(s) to S, + , Let us consider the following mapping 
K,,(s) = 
{k(s)} for sES,, 
K(s) for s E S\S,. 
K,(s) is lsc mapping from S,, , into dec(L’) and therefore it admits a 
continuous selection. Any such selection provides a required extension of 
k(s) onto S, + , . 
The inequality (4.3) implies that for all s E S,,, 1 
K,(s) < Em T 
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It follows now from the Michael Selection Theorem [13] (see also 
[l, 161) that there exists a continuous selection f,(s)~cl jr&(s) that 
for s E S,,, + , (4.4) 
To I,(s) and K,,,(s) we apply the result of case I and deduce that K,Js) 
admits a continuous selection, which we denote again by k(s), such that 
This together with (4.4) implies that for SE S,,+ , we have the inequality 
Using the induction argument we obtain the required selection. 
As a corollary let us consider the following, special case of Theorem 4.1. 
Let k,(s), . . . . k,(s) and p,(s), . . . . p,(s) be continuous functions from a 
locally compact space S into, respectively, L’( 7’, R”) and L’( T, R). We 
assume that p,(s), . . . . P,~(s) are nonnegative and such that for every s E S 
,E, p,(s)(r) = 1 a.e. in T. (4.6) 
Since k,(s), . . . . k,,(s) are continuous, it follows from (3.1) that the map 
f p;(s)(t) .k,(s)(t) ,= I
is a continuous selection of ST u,(t) dt, where u,(t) is given by (4.2). In this 
case Theorem 4.1 leads to the following abstract and continuous version of 
the Gamkrelidze Lemma [9]: 
THEOREM 4.2. For given continuous mappings k,(s), . . . . k,(s) and 
P,(S), ..., p,(s) from S into, respectively, L’(T, R”) and L’( T, R), which 
satisfy (4.6) and for every E >0 there exists constinuous selection k(s) of 
K,(s) given by (4.2) such that for all s E S 
k(s)(t)dt-1 (i p;(s)(t).k,(s)(t) dt <E. 
T T i= I > I
409’145 ?-I I 
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Moreover, the mupping k(s) can he chosen in the fiwm 
(4.6) 
.for some continuous family qf decompositions { Bi(.s) { qf’ T. 
The last part of the theorem follows easily from Lemma 3.1. 
An interesting corollary can be obtained for a constant mapping 
K(s) = K defined on S = cl jI-- K for a given KE dec(L’ ). In this case 
s E cl ST K(s) and we have the following 
COROLLARY 4.1. For a given K E dec( L’ ) and every E > 0 there exists a 
continuous map k(s) from S into cl jT K( ) s such that .for every s E cl j,. K(s) 
k(s)(t) dt - s < 1:. 
I’ 
5. CONTINUOUS SELECTION OF RANGE OF VECTOR MEASURES 
The results from the previous section have interesting interpretations for 
a family of vector measures p, E M= M(X, Z, R”). For every s E S denote 
by 9(s) the range of measure p,; there is J?(s) = {p,,(A): A EC}. Because 
of the Liapunov Theorem (see [ 111, the sets 99(s) are convex and compact. 
One can check that, ifs + p, is a continuous mapping from S into M, then 
g(s) is a lsc mapping from S into clco(R”). 
Below S is a locally compact polish space and by s -+ p,y we shall mean 
a continuous and essentially bounded mapping. Denote by plo = sup{ lp,Yl : 
s E S) and consider a continuous mapping A(s): S -+ L’(X, R, pO). Then the 
function 
4s) = kCA(s)l (5.1) 
is a continuous selection of 8(s). Not every continuous selection of S!(s) is 
of the form (5.1) with a continuous mapping A(s) : S -+ L’(X, R, pO), 
however, we have the following analog of Theorem 4.1. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let r(s) he a continuous selection of 92(s). Then for every 
e > 0 there exists a continuous mapping A(s) ,from S into L’(X, R, pO) such 
that for all s E S 
lp,CA(.~)l - r(.y)l <E. 
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ProofI Fix T(S) and E > 0. Let f,(x) be such a continuous mapping from 
S into L’(X, R, pO) that for every A EC 
P,(A) = i f,(x) 4b 
JA 
(5.2) 
It is easy to see that 9SY(s)=JX U,(x) dpO, where 
Now our claim follows from Lemma 3.1. 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let %? be the range of a given vector measure p E M. 
Then for every E >O there exists a continuous mapping A(r) from 9 into 
L’(X, R, lpi), such that the inequality 
\p[A(r)] - rl < E holds for every r ES!‘. 
6. RANDOM CASE 
In this section we extend the results presented in the previous sections to 
the case of a mapping K(x, s), where x E X is a random parameter. Let T 
and (X, C) be as in the previous sections and let S be a locally compact, 
polish space with the o-field SJ of Bore1 subsets of S. We make the 
following assumption about C: 
Assumption rc. For every A E C@ B its projection ?rJA) on X satisfies 
~,(A)={xEX:~,~(X,S)EA}E~. 
Assumption 7c is quite natural and it is satisfied, for example, when X is 
a topological space with a a-field, .,Y given by a nonnegative, regular Bore1 
measure (see Christensen [ 3 ] ). 
Let Z be a topological space and denote by cl(Z) the family of non- 
empty, closed subsets of Z. 
A mapping P: X -+ cl(Z) is called z-measurable if for every closed 
FE cl(Z) 
P+F= {xE:~: P(x)cF}EC. 
If a mapping P : Xx S + cl(Z) is ,X @ P.&measurable and lsc in s, then we 
call it a Caratheodory mapping. 
It is known that Caratheodory selections (i.e., C-measurable in x and 
continuous in s) of a Caratheodory mapping P(x, s) exist if P(x, s) are 
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convex and closed subsets of a separable Banach space (see. for example 
[7, 171). In [S] we proved the theorem with assumption of convexity 
replaced by that of decomposability. Let K(x, s) be a Caratheodory map- 
ping from Xx S into dec(L’). It is easy to check that then cl jr K(.Y, s) is 
a Caratheodory mapping as well. In this case the existence of Caratheodory 
selections /(x, s) follows from both results just mentioned. Moreover, the 
result from [S] provides selections in the integral form 
1(x, s) = j k(x, s)(t) dt, 
r 
(6.1) 
where k(x, s) is a Caratheodory selection of K(x, s). Below we show that 
this situation can also be, in a sense, reversed. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let S he a locally compact, polish space and let (X, C) 
satisfy Assumption 71. Consider a CaratheodorJs mapping K(x, s) from Xx S 
into dec(L’). Then for every Caratheodory selection 1(x, s) E cl ST K(x, s) and 
every E > 0 there exists a Caratheodory selection k(x, s) qf K(x, s) such that 
for all (x, s) E Xx S 
k(x, s)(t) dt < E. 
T 
(6.2) 
ProoJ Let I(x, s), e > 0, and 4 E (0, E) be fixed. As in the proof of 
Theorem 4.1 the case when S is a compact space is essential. In this case 
the space 9 of all continuous mappings 4: S + L’( T, R”), with the norm 
lldll given by lldll = SUP{ Ildb)ll : s E S}, is a separable Banach space. Let 
K(x, s), k(x, s), and /(.x, s) be given Caratheodory mappings from Xx S 
into dec(L’), L’( T, R”), and R”), and R”, respectively. For every x E X 
denote by 
X(x)={q5~~:~(~)~K(x,s)foralls~S}, 
K(X)(S) = k(x, s) 
and 
I(x)(s) = l(x, s). 
The mappings X(x), K(X), f(x) and ST K(x)(t) dt are Z-measurable and 
therefore the mapping 
y(x)=cl 4Ex(x). /(x)-j K(x)(t)dt <v] 
i ‘11 T // i 
(6.3) 
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is C-measurable as well. The Kuratowski and Ryll-Nardzewski 
Theorem [ 121 ends the proof. 
All results from the previous sections can be easily extended to the 
random case. This follows from Theorem 6.1 and the following random 
version of Lemma 3.1 : 
LEMMA 6.1. Let S he a compact space and k,(x, s), . . . . k,,(x, s) given 
Caratheodory mappings from Xx S into L’( T, R”). Denote 
u,,(t)= {k,(x, s)(t), . ..t Lb-, s)(t)) 
and define 
W, s) = Kc/?,,. 
Then for every Caratheodory mapping 1(x, s) such that 
T 
there exists a Caratheodory selection k(x, s) of K(x, s) such that the 
inequality 
I 1 
1(x, s) - k(x, s)(t) dt <E 
T 
holds on Xx S. Moreover, k(x, s) can he found in the form 
k(X, s) = f ki(x, $1 ‘X~,,.x,s,t 
i= 1 
where {Bi(x, s)} IS a Caratheodory family of decompositions of T. 
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